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SUMMARY
The codes SOPHIE and CECILY are generalized versions of the asymp­
totic slowing down code GRACE developed at our Institute. Both codes are 
used for the calculation of the slowing down neutron spectrum in one-dimen­
sional /slab, cylindrical, spherical/ geometries. The code SOPHIE is a 
criticality code, while CECILY solves the space-dependent slowing down 
problem within the elementary cell of the infinite fuel lattice. All three 
codes need the file called REACTOR TAPE, containing the nuclear data.
KIVONAT
A SOPHIE és CECILY kódok a szintén intézetünkben kifejlesztett, 
aszimptotikus közelítésben működő GRACE kód általánositásai egydimenziós 
geometriára / sik, henger, gömb/. Mindkét kód lassulási neutronspektrum szá­
mítására szolgál. A SOPHIE kód kritikussági számításokra alkalmas, mig a 
CECILY kód a térfüggo lassulási problémát a végtelen fütoelemrács elemi 
celláján belül oldja meg. Mindhárom kód működéséhez a REACTOR TAPE nevű 
file használata szükséges, amely a nukleáris adatokat tartalmazza.
РЕЗЮМЕ
Программы SOPHIE и CECILY я в л я ю т с я  о бо бщениями а с и м п т о т и ч е с к о й  про 
граммы з а м е д л е н и я  GRACE, р а з в и т о й  то же  в нашем И н с т и т у т е .  Обе п р о г р а м м ы  р а з  
р а б о т а н ы  для  р а с ч е т а  н е й т р о н н о г о  с п е к т р а  з а м е д л е н и я  в о д н о м е р н ы х  / п л о с к о й ,  
ц и л и н д р и ч е с к о й ,  с ф е р и ч е с к о й /  г е о м е т р и я х .  П р о гр а м м а  SOPHIE с л у ж и т  р а с ч е т а м  
к р и т и ч н о с т и ,  a п р о г р а м м а  CECILY решает  п р о б л е м у  з а м е д л е н и я ,  з а вис ящу ю от пр 
с т р а н с т в е н н о й  к о о р д и н а т ы  в э л е м е н т а р н о й  я ч е й к е  б е с к о н е ч н о й • р е ш е т к и  Т В Э Л - о в .  
Для р а б о т ы  о б е и х  п р о г р а м м  н у жн а  м а г н и т н а я  л е н т а  REACTOR ТАРЕ, содержащая  не 
о бходимые ядерные д а н н ы е .
I. INTRODUCTION
The codes SOPHIE and CECILY solve the energy dependent one-dimen­
sional -equations approximating the neutron transport equation in the 
fast energy range. The differential equations are substituted by a finite 
difference scheme in the space variable. The multigroup picture is used 
with a fixed 40 lethargy group structure up to 10 M e V . The space interval 
corresponding to the actual system is divided by mesh points /max. 70 in 
SOPHIE and 25 in CECILY/ and into regions /max. 15 and 6 resp./ containing 
certain material compositions.
The codes work in three geometries, namely in the slab, cylin­
drical and spherical ones. The two codes are developed on the same basis 
as the multigroup zero-dimensional code RJG1-GRACE [1j . Quite similarly 
to it, the present versions of the codes do not take into account the 
thermal spectrum variation in space immanently, but make use of the re­
sults of a previous THERMOS [з] run, condensing the thermal energy range 
into one lethargy group.
The homogenized cross-sections for resonance materials in their 
resonance region should be given in input requiring a previous run of the 
code RIFFRAFF [2] . Another way of treating resonances is available in the 
codes, i.e. by using Hellstrand's single pin resonance integrals and mutual 
shielding factors [l, 4] as input data and lethargy group distributions of 
the resonance integrals /taken from a library/.
The purpose of developing these codes was twofold.
Firstly they are suitable to make theoretical investigations,
e . g .
study of some currently used approximations /fast advantage 
factors, mutual shielding factors/;
study of the validity of the asymptotic reactor theory es­
pecially the energy-dependent buckling approximation for the 
reflectors /used in GRACE [l] /.
Secondly they may be used to calculate few—group diffusion con­
stants in systems of a high number of different material regions.
2It is worth to mention, that the code SOPHIE may be used for
criticality calculations in cases where the asymptotic approximation is 
sufficient for taking into account the effect of axial leakage.
The codes SOPHIE and CECILY were written in ICL-FORTRAN. Typical 
running times on the ICL-1905 computer are in the range of 5 to 10 minutes.
II. BASIC EQUATIONS AND C A L C U L A T I O N A L  METHOD 
1. Basic equations
The equations solved by the codes SOPHIE and CECILY can be writ­




- I  Ф (r, u ) + ET (r,u) J z (r,u) = L z (r,u) /1с/
Notations
u - lethargy
r - space variable
a - geometry indicator, 0 for slab geometry
1 for cylindrical geometry
2 for spherical geometry
ф(г,и) - direction integrated flux:
1
2TT j" f(r,u,y ) dy
r ' -!J (r,u) -."radial" current:
1
S(r ,u) - fission source:
dy
oo
L (r,u) - isotropic elastic scattering rate
l(r,u) - inelastic slowing down rate
L^(r,u} - "radial" component of the anisotropic elastic scattéring rate
L^(r,u} - "axial" component of the anisotropic elastic scattering rate.
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The exact meaning of Lq , L^ LZ and I is given in ref. [l] .
T / \E ^r,u) — total cross section.
The codes SOPHIE and CECILY calculate the space dependence of the 
neutron flux only in one spatial variable, which is called the "radial" 
variable. Space dependence on the other spatial co-ordinates is taken 
into account by the "axial" quantities: axial current J Z (r,u) and axial 
buckling В .
The axial leakage is calculated asymptotically, quite similarly 
to the leakage calculation in GRACE [l]. Actually, one of the main dif­
ferences between the multiregion codes SOPHIE and CECILY is in the way of 
handling the axial leakage. The code SOPHIE is meant to calculate the 
criticality and the fast spectrum of core-reflector systems. The user jnay 
give different axial bucklings for different regions and the set of 
equations /1/ is solved by taking the actual value of E (r,u) at every 
point r . The code CECILY is meant for cell calculations and the same
buckling must be used for all regions of the cell. Practice has shown
Tthat in regions with small E this method fails, therefore in eq./lc/
E (r,u) is not the actual total cross section at point r , but a cell- 
averaged value. Consequently, eq./lc/ must be rewritten in case of CECILY 
as Г
J ET (r,u) ф(r ,u ) dV
В x / \ . Св11 ,Z/ ч T Z / \- -J Ф (r , u ) +  --------------------------  J (r,u) = L1 (r,vi)
1 Ф (r,u ) dV 
cell
The same averaging procedure is carried out for all cross-sec Lions appear­
ing in L Z .
The formalism described in the following holds for both codes 
with minor differences. Therefore the derivations follow the line cores­
ponding to SOPHIE. When necessary, the differences between the two codes 
are indicated.
The elastic slowing down source is approximated in the same way 
as in GRACE fl|. For elements having mass numbers greater than the alu­
minium /F-еlements/ the Fermi-age approximation is used, while for alumi­
nium and the lighter elements /f-elements/ the Greatling-Goertzel approxi­
mation is used. The anisotropic slowing down source is taken into account 
for hydrogene, deuterium and beryllium /h-elements/ accounting for a 
linear anisotropy in the laboratory system.
42.• The multigroup equations
The continuous energy-dependence of the neutron flux and current 
is substituted by a multigroup picture. The group structure is identical 
with that of GRACE [l]. The j ^  groups has the lethargy limits U j-i
and u_. , and lethargy width Au_. = u_. - u_,  ^ . The subscript j of
the thermal group is denoted by ^th * As t i^e last energy group,
= NTH, i.e. The group integrals of flux and current are the total number 
of energy groups / < 40/ uj
Ф . (r) =  ^ ф ( r ,u)du and
3 uj-i
uj
J j ,Z(r) = J Jr 'Z (r,u) du
uj-l
while the other quantities are averaged for lethargy groups in the same 
way as in GRACE /see eqs./21/ - /33/, /35/ - /40/, /42/ of ref. [l] /.
After simple transformations, eqs./l/ can be written as follows!
dra J r (r)
----^ ----- + ra A.(r) ф.(г) = ra B.(r) /2а/
. dф.(r)
i + c-(r) о-(г) / 2b /








N. 5,., v f fj + 1 £ N. FLjr: AU .
f rfj ♦ V
AUj
qF • T "J-1 f r Au . q fj
rfj + T 1
£T - IN, M, . + £
3 к k k3 h
Nh Hkj
Zhj + 2
Au .3 nr 'Z
RA ._____ 1_ T
Au. Phj-1
+ T 1 V l (r)
B ‘




5The nomenclature is given in ref. [l].
The r-dependence of the cross-section, slowing down densities 
and the BIGG-type resonance absorption rate RA^ is not written here 
explicitly. Equations /2а-с/ are completed now with the slowing down 
equations:
9fj(r ) - - 
q.j(r) - 1
A--- ф . (r) +
Л и . ~i '
rfj + 2
Ди .
_£J " Ди. q fj-i(r)
F(j + V
L N 5_. Ф •(r )F j V"' EÜT p "F “Fj
/За/
/ ЗЬ/
_ „ N. H, .
P ' (r) = --------^ -- Jr,Z(r)hj u. JZ. . 4- -5Г-hj 2
и .
+ — hJ ' l 2 Pr'Z Cr)
Z . + h'i-1h] 2
/ Зс/
The expressions of С,2(г) and p5.(r) are modified in CECILY:
J h3
z „z, N cellc ‘ =  C j ( r  ) =




j ф_.(г) dV 
cell
N. H. .h h3 - ф . (r ) dV Ди . j v
„z , N cell Zhj + 2
phj(r> ' -------- r ------
z hJj(r) + --
Ди
1-----  PZ (r)Ди .
cell
Фj(r) dV Z + hi
h,j-l
Equations /2а/ - /2с/ and /За/ - /Зс/ are valid for every fast energy 
group /j = 1,2....NTH-1/ with the initial conditions
q £j(r) - qFj(r> - Phjr 'ZC O  = 0 for j = 0
The equations of the thermal group are
2dr“ (r)th
dr + r
a EA (r) + — -----
3 th 3CZ Cr)
3 th
Ф • ( r )
3 th
a
Z q fi -l(r) + qFi -1(Г) " f £3 th 1 1
£ В PZ ,(r) h ^ t h “1







dr C r. (r) Jj (r) ='th th
E р Г . , (r)h h3th-i
/ 4b /
- I ф. (r) + CZ (r) J* (r) = E p" - i ( r )3 3th 'th 'th h3th_1
/4с/
6where
C* (r) = Cr. (r) = YT  Cr ) - и- Í? (r ) 
th 3 th Jth Jth Jth
or in CECILY
C* = C* (r) 
3 th 3 th
cell
^  (r ) - p. Y S. (r) 
3 th 3 th 3 th
i Ф-: (Г) dVcell ]th
ф . (r ) dV 
3 th
3. Finite differencing of the multigroup equations
The differential equations /2/, /3/, /4/ are defined on the 
space interval О < r < R , where R is the radius of the cylinder or 
sphere, or the thickness of a slab /half-thickness of a symmetric slab/. 
The (P^-) boundary conditions for every group j are specified as
a. / at the middle point of a symmetric slab, cylinder or sphere:
(О) = О /5а/
b. / at the left hand side of an asymmetric slab:
Jj(°) = --- j -  Ф j (О) /5Ъ/
c./ at the right hand side of a slab, cylinder or sphere in the case of 
zero current /symmetry/ condition:
J^ (r ) = О /5с/
d ./ at the right hand side of a slab, cylinder or sphere in the case of 
a vacuum boundary:
J j (R) = 4>j(R) /5d/
Obviously, in CECILY always the conditions a./ and c./ apply.
In order to form a finite difference scheme from eqs. /2/ and 
/3/ the interval (0,R) is divided by N + 1 mesh points and the equa­
tions are integrated for suitably chosen mesh intervals. The first mesh 
point r^ is at r = 0, while the last one rN+  ^ is at r = R. The 
middle point of the interval (г гк+1 ^  denoted by гк+1/2 ‘ T^e
and right boundaries lie at different mesh points depending on the bound-
7ary conditions. The left boundary lies at r-^  in case a./ while at r3y2 
in case b ./. The right boundary lies at rN+1 in case c./, while at 
rN+l/2 in case d */* It is noted, the points r^ and/or rN+1 are fic­
titious points when boundary conditions b./ and/or d./ apply.
The mesh must be chosen in such a way, that the boundary of dif­
ferent material compositions lies at the middle point of one of the mesh 
intervals /i.e. at some гк+1/2^‘
I
Now integrating eqs. /2а/ and /2с/ between гк~1/2 and rK+l/2 
/к = 2,3,...N/, the following set of equations are obtained:
a 7r - ra J r + ra ГК-И ГК-1ГК+1/2 J j,K+l/2 ГК-1/2 J j,K-l/2 rK 2 Aj,K(fc)4>j,K
■ ГК Г- - - - -  В (t) /K-2,3,...N/ /6а/
1 ф . + ГК-И " ГК Cj,K+!(*') + Uj,K(&) ar+ C.
1 ^j,K+l “ 3 <i>j,K j » K+l/2
ГК+1 ~ ГК D-j,K+lU') * Di,Kq) /K=1,2,...N/ /  6b /
В rK+l " rK-l
Ч к  +
rK+l " rK-l „ Z Tz _ rK+l rK-l nz




A .j,K(A) + M j.t + f Nf + _i_ I м
В
Д и . Au. p F F j, Ü opZ 
r£j, Л + “21 3 J'KU)
_ Z _  r r
Cj, K U )  j,KU) zT j Д
. Nh Hhj,*
£ N k 4 - - - - - - ^
Zhj,£ + 2
Bj,KU) “ Sj,k+Ij,K+qFj-l,K f






Eh Д и . Phj-l,K+l/2
j/g—  Jr
Zh j , Л + 2





Zhj, Л + 2
4>j-l»K Jj-i,K
Ди RA
Dj,K+l(í.') Eh Ди. phj-l,K+l/2
j ' K + l—  j*
Zhj,Л' + 2
♦j-l.K+i j-1'K+i/2
Here Л and Л' indicate the material compositions at the mesh points 
К and К + 1 respectively.
The expression of is modified in CECILY as
N+l
IK=1
c j = cj,KU)
T
Zj , K U ) - E N M . + Eк k K3' ^  h
N. H, . . h hj , Л
N+l
Ди
2М , Л  * 2
rK+l rK-l
l <f>j K=1 J
rK+l " rK-l
,K




X r, rK+l " rK Cj,K+lU') ~ с 1,к(л) 3 2--------------- 2------ ----
/К = 1,2,...N/
a ГК+1 rK-lA0(J,K) = -A1(J,K) - A1(J,K-1) + r£ —  V+ 2 - - Aj/K(£) /K = 2,3,...N/
AV (J , К 'J - r“ - -K-! Bj(K(0 . ra+i/2 °JfKtl(t*) ^ , . a )  +
J , K+l (Л') + Cj,K(A)
Drj , K U O  + D j,K-lU) 
K - l / 2  r r
c j,к (л') + c j , K-l( Л)
/К = 2,3,...N/
9FI(J,K) = ф.^к 
Y(J,I0 = J$,K+1/2 
y y (j ,k ) = J^_K
/К = 1,2,...N+1/ 
/К = 1,2,...N/
/К = 1,2,...N+1/
Substituting /6Ь/ to /6а/ and using the notations in eq./7/ the following 
equation is obtained
Al(j,K>FI(j,K+l) + AO(j,K>Fl(j,K) + Al(j,K-l>FI(j,K-l) = AV(j,K)
/К = 2,3,...N; J = 1,2,...NTH-1/ / 8 /
In the thermal group, one gets the same set of equations, using the nota­
tions





Bjth.K(l) = \ 4fjth-l.K + 4Fjth-l.K
hJth-1'K
C3th-K < 0
-  c *
T= Ec jth.K()0 cjth.K(D ^ t h '1 " Ujth £4 h .i
Djth.KflU') = D jth,K(t) ■ I Phjth-l,K+l/2
Dith'K(°  ■ h Phith-1'K




ET - ц .
^ t h ' *  3 L -i оth _3th'*J
j t h N+l




Equations /3/ are integrated in the same way as eqs./2/ and /4/, i.e. 
eqs./3a/ and /3b/ and the axial component of eq./Зс/ from rK_i/2 to rK+l/2 
(K= 2,3,...N), and the radial component of eq./Зс/ between rv and












V b K  - é r  $ n f EFj,K(t) F I (J 'K) /К = 1,2,...N+1/ / 9b/
r 1
Phj,K+l/2 2
Nh Hh j , K ( Z )  
Au .







h j , K+l (í.')Jhj,K(£) " 2
Л и . +
!hj,K(ü) + 2 Zh j , K+l (l ') +
Ли




Nh Hh j , К (Й.)
Ли,
Zh j , К (Ä.) + ~ T L
y y (j ,k ) +
'hj,K(M
Ли.
Zhj,K(£> + ~ T
Phj-1,K /9d/
/ К = 1, 2, . . . N + 1/
where





In CECILY, of course
2
(J,K) + — UJLiil
CZ , /„ X
Г Г
c j I K+l (i-') + cj,K(0
/К = 1,2, . . .N/
/ К = 1, 2, . . . N + 1/
j , k (í, )
/ 9f /
hj ,K
N+l N, H. . .. ,У __!3__bjfK(M ,
K=1 _ ^ J ' K
hj,KU) 2______








Zh j , К (S- ) + ~~2
z
Phj-1,К
/К = 1,2,...N+1/ / 9g /
These latter expressions of currents and slowing down densities 
are valid for j = 1, 2,... NTH-1, with the initial values
- _ r _ z _
qfo,K “ qFo,K “ Pho,K+l/2 " Pho,К ~ ° / 9 h /
Before detailed considerations on solving eqs. /8/ - /9/,.we have




Two types of boundary conditions were specified in II. 4. at both 
ends of the interval (,0,r ). A finite difference form of these conditions may 
be obtained in the following way.
a./ If r = 0 is the middle point of a symmetric slab, cylinder or sphere, 
then eq. /2а/ is integrated between ^  and r 2 / 2 ' Usin9 eq./5a/ and
the notations
a+1
A0(J,1) = A1(J,1) + Ajj2(l)
a+1 D
AV(J,1) - Bj , K D  - r3/2
the following equation is obtained:
/ j=l,2,...NTH /
Cj,2(£)
Al ( J , 1) * FI ( J , 2) + A0(J,1) * FI ( J , 1) = AV ( J , 1)
(J = 1, 2, ... NTH)
/ Ю а /
b./ If r 2/2 is the left boundary of an asymmetric slab, one may write 
that
FI (J , 1) + FI (J , 2) =
2 - 2 Y C J , 1)
An equation formally identical to eq./lOa/ can be obtained with the 
notations
A O (J ,1) = 1 - 4 Al ( J , 1)a
r 3 / 2
A1(J,1)
1 + 4 A1( J A >a
r 3 / 2
and
A V ( J , 1) 4A11Г О Д )
1+4 1U ( j ,da
Г 3 / 2
pj: , 2q )
cjr , 2(&)
(J = 1,2,...NTH)
c ./ if r = R is a symmetry boundary, then integrating eq./2a/ between
r , and r using eq./5c/ and the definitions N+l/2 N
12
a -  г a
АО(J ,N+1) = - Al(J ,N) + N+l N+l/2 a + 1 ‘j fN(jj,)
.a
AV(j,N+l) = " r.4tl
a a D
a + 1 B j , N ( Й,) + *N+1/2
(J = 1,2,...NTH)
Cj , N (0
one obtains that
AO(J ,N+l) * FI (J ,N+l) + A1(J,N)#FI(J,N) = AV(j,N+l) / ю ь /
(j = 1, 2, ... NTH)
d./ In case of a vacuum boundary at r = rN+^^2 one can Proceecle in an 
analogous way as in case b./ to get formally the same equation as e q . 
/ Ю Ь /  with
A O (J ,N+l) = 1 - 4 Al ( J ,N)a
1N+l / 2
AV(J ,N+l) = A l (J ,N) 1 + 4
a
N+l/2
A l (J ,N)
1 M  a Í(j ,nT
a
N+l/2
/  J  = 1 , 2 , NTH/
D .
j . N (0
C j,N<ll)
Equations /10а/ and / Ю Ь /  together with eqs. /8 / give NTH by /N+1/
equations for the NTH by /N+1/ unknown FI/K,J/ flux values. This set 
of equations can be rewritten as
a(j) $ (J) = V(J) (J = 1, 2, ... NTH) /11/
where the elements of the column vectors and V(j) are the
FI/J,K/ and A V /J ,К / quantities (K = 1,2,...N+l), while the /N+1/ by 
/N+1/ matrix A(j) has the form
13
АО(J ,1) Al (J ,1) 0 0
AO(J ,2) Al ( J ,2) 0
о
о Al(J , N-l) АО( J , N ) Al ( J ,N)
О О A1(J,N) AO(j,N+l)
Eq. /11/ coupled with eqs. /9/ can be solved starting from J = 1 and 
going on group by group to the thermal energy group.
5. Solution of the equations
The solution of eq. /11/ is quite straightforward by factorizing 
the matrix A as
£ ( j ) = g(j) g(j)
Here
BO.(\J,l)
A l (J ,l) BO(J , 2)
!(j) =
о a i (j ,n ) b o (j ,n +i )
where
B0(J,1)
b o (j ,k )
= A O (J ,1) 
= a o (j ,k ) A l (J ,K-l) * A1(J,K-1$ B0(J,K-1) /12а/
(К = 2,3, . . .N+1)
14
and







c i (j ,iO  = Al(j,K) BO(J,K) /К = 1, 2, . . . N/ / 12b /
The equation
!(J) c (j ) ф (л ) = |(j ) Ф ( j ) = v (j )
is inverted in two steps as /denoting the components of Ф (,J ) by PSl(j,K)/
PSl(j,l) AV(J,1) B0(J,1 )
PSI (j ,k ) AV(j,K) - Al(jfK-l)* PSl(jfK-l) 
BO(jfK)
/К = 2 , 3 ,
/12с/
. . . N+1/
and
FI (J ,N+1) = PSl(j,N+l)
Fl(j,N+l-L)= PSI(J,N+1-L) - Cl(j,N+l-L) * FI(j,N+2-l ) /12d/I
/ l  = 1, 2, . . . N/
for every J /J = 1, 2, ... NTH/.
The numerical operations necessary to get the final solution given
by eq. /12d / are carried out in the following order /assuming the source
distribution S . „ to be known/:
D I *
a./ First the quantities AO/J,K/ and Al/J,K/ are caluclated; they depend 
on the microscopic cross-sections, number densities and geometry only.
15
b. / AV/1,K/ is calculated, then using eqs./12/ the flux distribution
F I /J ,К/ is determined in the first microgroup.
c . / By the help of eqs./9/ the slowing down densities and then the AV/J,K/
are calculated for the next microgroup, and this procedure is repeated 
until the thermal group is reached/including this, too/.
The only problem remained is that the source distribution is not 
known as it can be calculated only from the FI/J,K/ flux distribution. 
Therefore a source iteration must be applied which gives the flux and source 
distributions at the end of the procedure. As far as CECILY is concerned, a 
further problem of calculating the flux averaged value of the total cross 
sections occurs there. /See II. 7./.
6 . Source iteration
In the code GRACE [l] the energy distribution of the source was
given by
S(u) = f(u)
i.e. by the fission spectrum, because of the normalization
ooj vEf (u) ф (u)du = keff 
о
where к .. is the effective multiplication factor of the system. As in ef f
the present one-dimensional space dependent codes the source is not con­
stant in space but is given by
S(r.u) = - p i .
ef f
(r,u') ф (r,u') du' /13/
an iteration procedure is necessary. The iteration formula reads as
(i) = f(u)
( r , u ) k ( i " D  
ef f
v£f (r,u ')ф (i-1) (r,u') du' ,
or in terms of the finite differenced multigroup quantities:
s (i\j,K)
NTH






and with the initial value
/14b/
/ lo)Fl(j,KJ E 1 /J=1 , 2 , . . . NTH; K=l,2,...N+1/ /14с/
Thus the source distribution is normalized to unity and the maxi­
mum deviation of the source values froTn those computed in the previous itera­
tion step gives the degree of convergence as
E s^-1  ^(j ,k )
e . = max 1 - —---77-r--------
1 К Z S ^ ' O j f K )
J
The source iteration is terminated, if the value of is less
than a small e specified in the input.
It is worth to remark, that the code calculates the total destruc­
tion rate
,(i) df Jr(i') (rf ,u') + в dV J' ( i b(r,u') + \ dV Z (r,u') ф(1\г,и') du'
where V is the volume of the system, while F is the outer surface of it
and r^ is some point of this surface /obviously if there is any vacuum
boundary of the system/. The total destruction rates must be equal to unity
in every iteration step because of the normalization /14/, providing a test »
of the calculation.
7. Calculation of the axial leakage in CECILY
As it was mentioned above, in the equation for the axial current 
/see eq./2c// the cross sections are averaged over the cell. Strictly speak­
ing, an inner iteration would be necessary in each source iteration step to 
get the shape of the flux in each group. It has been found, however, that it 
is sufficient to calculate the cross section averages using the flux shapes 
obtained in the previous source iteration step. The convergence rate of the 
source iteration is practically not effected by that.
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The user must specify an axial buckling value in the input which 
may be zero. As a first step the code solves the problem for this value 
of the buckling.
At the user s option a SEARCH routine can be switched on which 
finds the material buckling of the given fuel lattice, i.e. such a В 
value for which keff = !• The user is warned, that the code is not pro­
tected from cases where к < 1 .oo
8 . Determination of the critical sizes in SOPHIE
The code SOPHIE permits to calculate the keff, the flux distri­
bution and few-group constants of a given core-reflector system. If the 
user is interested in the critical value of some parameters, a successive 
change of the size of one or more regions is carried out by the SEARCH 
routine until k0 ff = 1  is reached. Of course, this criticality iteration 
can also be carried out by changing the buckling values of one or more re­
gions in SOPHIE.
9. Some remarks on treating resonances
The user of both codes SOPHIE and CECILY has the option to make 
use of the two methods for treating resonances that were described in 
GRACE [l] in detail.
The first method consists in using the homogenized absorption, 
fission and scattering cross sections of resonance elements in their re­
sonance regions, given by a RIFFRAFF [2] calculation. The output of RIFFRAFF 
contains not only the cell-homogenized values of these cross sections, but 
their values in the fuel rod as well.
The so called BIGG-type resonance treatment [l, 4j making use of 
Hellstrand's resonance integrals and their energy group distributions are 
obviously usable only in SOPHIE. In CECILY, further detailed considerations 
concerning the ф-function library, etc. are necessary. Here the question 
of mutual shielding factors and fast adventage factor does not arise at 
all, because the code itself accounts for the lattice structure of the 
system.
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III. ORGANIZATION OF THE CODES
In this section a short account on the organization of the codes 
SOPHIE and CECILY is briefly given. The flow diagram can be seen in Ap­
pendix 1 .
First of all it seems to be obvious, that this type of calcula­
tion needs not only a well-arranged overlay structure of subroutines, but 
a suitable common block structure because of the enormously high number 
of the variables to be stored. Practically, 40 matrices £ /see 11.4/ 
ought to be stored each with 141 elements /in the case of 70 mesh points, 
which is actually permitted in SOPHIE/, along with the computed quanti­
ties /flux, current, etc./, each with 40 * 70 elements. This is impossible, 
unless magnetic tapes are used for storing the coefficients of the equations 
to be solved and the computed quantities. The storage is organized in such 
a way that one or two records correspond to each microgroup.
The overlay structure and the order of subroutine calls satisfy 
the requirements of economizing the running time.
The subroutines may be divided into three groups. The MASTER seg­
ment calls the input-output subroutines INPUT, TAPEMAKER and ANITRA. The 
INPUT subroutine reads in the basic option data, the geometry, and the 
energy group limits.
The TAPEMAKER subroutine reads in the element-wise nuclear densi­
ties, the resonance and thermal data. Afterwards it reads in the micro­
group cross-sections for each element occuring in the actual problem from 
the GRACE LIBRARY TAPE and prepares the magnetic tape MTl containing all 
mixture dependent quantities needed for the solution of the equations, 
using two records for each microgroup.
For saving with storage, TAPEMAKER writes the Hellstrand-type re­
sonance datá on the magnetic tape MT2, and afterwards it reads them in from
there.
This subroutine sets also the initial source value. After executing 
the subroutine group controlled by SOLVEIG /i.e. the source iteration and 
the whole calculation/ subroutine ANITRA prints out all the interesting 
quantities which can be obtained from the solution contained by the magnetic 
tape M T 2 . The ANITRA calculation needs both the tapes MTl and M T 2 . If the 
criticality search option is used, the control is given to subroutine SEARCH. 
It carries out the outer iteration to ^e ff = 1 /changing the sizes in the 
case of SOPHIE and changing the axial buckling in the case of CECILY/. In 
each outer iteration step subroutine SOLVEIG is called, and upon finishing 
the outer iteration, subroutine SEARCH calls the output subroutine ANITRA.
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Any number of problems can be solved one after the other, the 
whole procedure being repeated starting with subroutine INPUT.
Last but not least some words are necessary on the most important 
block of the codes, controlled by subroutine SOLVEIG. For each microgroup 
this subroutine reads in the homogenized mixture data from the magnetic 
tape MTl prepared by subroutine TAPEMAKER, then calls subroutine FLUX, which 
solves the space dependent equations with the actual source distribution.
From the solution obtained for the actual microgroup, subroutine 
SOLVEIG calculates the contribution of this microgroup to the source dis­
tribution of the next source iteration step. Then it turns to the next 
microgroup destroying the solution obtained for the previous one.
Finally a new source distribution is set and /only in the case of 
CECILY/ the flux averaged values of the total cross sections are computed.
If the source iteration converged, the subroutine SOLVEIG makes an extra 
run, in order to produce the magnetic tape M T2, containing the computed 
flux, current, etc. distributions /one record for each microgroup/. The tape 
MT2 is produced only after the outer iteration converged, if SOLVEIG is cal­
led by subroutine SEARCH.
IV. USER'S MANUAL/ INPUT-OUTPUT DESCR I PT I ON
Both codes are written for the ICL-1905 computer in ICL-FORTRAN. 
Both SOPHIE and CECILY require the whole memory capacity /32 К/ of the 
computer, as they consist of four overlay units. The input data may be 
read in from paper tape or cards, while the whole output appears on the 
line printer. The codes make use of a library tape and two scratch tapes 
for temporary data storage.
The .input-output systems of both codes are very similar, so they 
are treated together. The input data can be easily prepared, usually they 
do not require any calculation by hand. However, in the present versions 
of the codes, a previous THERMOS [з] run and optionally a previous RIFFRAFF 
|2] run have to precede the SOPHIE or CECILY runs giving the thermal and 
resonance data of mixtures containing fissionable elements.
The output of the code is very abundant, and some not too signi­




1st card /10А8/ : title of the actual run
2nd card /2L4, E6 .3, 13 , 912, 614/ : option parameters
char. 1-4 /L4 / : TRUE - this is the last problem
FALSE - this is not the last problem
char. 5-8 / L 4 / : TRUE - complete output of input data 
FALSE - short output of input data
char. 9-14 /Е6 .3/ : the convergence limit of the source itera­
tion /practically 1.Е-5/
char. 15-17 /13/ : number of mesh points
/in SOPHIE maximum 70, in CECILY 25/
char. 18-19 /12/ 0: the code does not call the SEARCH subroutine 
1: critical size determination by SEARCH 
2: critical buckling determination by SEARCH
char. 20-21 /12/ number of regions
/in SOPHIE maximum 15, in CECILY 6 /
char. 22-23 /12/ number of mixtures
/in SOPHIE maximum 8 , while in CECILY 6 , but re­
sonance isotopes may be present only in the first 
4 mixtures/
char. 24-25 /12/ 2: RIFFRAFF data for every mixture containing 
resonance isotopes
1: BIGG-type data for every mixture containing 
resonance isotopes
0 : type of resonance data is determined separately 
for each mixture containing resonance isotopes
char. 26-27 /12/ 0 : vacuum boundary from left 
1 : symmetry boundary from left
char. 28-29<* /12/ 0 : vacuum boundary from right 
1 : symmetry boundary from right
char. 30-31 /12/ 0 : slab geometry 
1 : cylindrical geometry 
3: spherical geometry
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char. 32-33 /12/ maximum number of source iteration steps
char. 34-35 /12/ number of macrogroups /max.6/
char. 36-59 /614/ upper boundaries of macrogroups.
3rd card /13, 2E.3, 1513/: SEARCH data
This card is to be omitted if no search calculation is requested.
char. 1-3 /13/ maximum number of outer iteration steps
char. 4-9 /Е6.3/ convergence limit of the outer iteration 
/usually 1.Е-5/
char. 10-15 /Е6.3/ an overall changing factor /EV/
char. 16-60 /15 I3/(S) 
16-39/8 13/ (c)
regionwise modification factor 
/MOD/NR//
In order to understand the meaning of these last two quantities, 
we write the outer iteration formula /e.g. for regionwise buckling itera­
tion /
b (n r )(n+1)= b (n r ) 1 + мер(n r ) » у о ь (п+1) 
1 + M0D(NR) * VOL П ^
where V O L ^ ^ =  EV and the later values of VOL^n  ^ are calculated from the 
ke ££ value and the previous VOL^n value. Here, NR specifies one of 
the regions.
4th card /8/E6.3,l3// mesh point data
char. 1-72 8 /E 6 .3,13/ The mesh points are specified by pairs of data.
The first number or a pair gives in cm the dis­
tance of two mesh points following, each other, 
while the second number gives the mesh point, 
where this distance changes. If one card is not 
sufficient, continue on the next cards.
5th card /15/12, 13/ or 6/12, 13//: region specification is given by a
pair of data
char. 1-75 15/12, 13/ (S) The first number of a pair gives the number
, , ч of the mixture in the region, while thechar. 1-30 6/12, 13/ (C) . . ..second one gives the first mesh point right
to the region boundary /which is at the mid­
point of a mesh interval/
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6th card /8Е10.5/ : buckling values
This is needed only if a slab or cylindrical geometry calculation
is carried out.
char. 1-80 /8Е 10.5/ the values of axial buckling in the order of
regions. If one card is not sufficient, con­
tinue on the next one.
In the case of CECILY:
char. 1-10 /Е10.5/ the value of axial buckling
7th card /8Е10.5/ : buckling iteration initial guess
This card is to pe punched only if a SEARCH iteration is needed 
for the determination of the critical buckling value. This card has the 
same format as the previous o ne.
These cards form the first part of input data, read in by sub­
routine INPUT. A lot of small tests are built in the codes in order to 
protect them from input errors. If an error is detected the problem is 
aborted. The second part of input data are read in by TAPEMAKER with a 
similar care. After such an abortion, the run of an eventual next problem 
remains possible. The subroutine TAPEMAKER reads in the mixture cards and 
the resonance and thermal data cards.
Mixture cards: the following is repeated for each mixture 
1st card /12, E6 .3, L 4 / : mixture identification
char. 1-2 /12/
char. 3-8 /E6 .3/
char. 9-12 /L4/
mixture number
fast advantage factor in SOPHIE, where cell- 
-homogenized nuclear densities are to be given, 
In CECILY it has no direct meaning, but it is 
used to characterize mixtures. Namely, it has 
the value
+ 1.0 for mixtures in fuel; 
any positive number for mixtures in cladding; 
any negative number for mixtures in moderator.
it is an indicator of resonance treatment. It 
is TRUE for BIGG-type treatment and FALSE for 
RIFFRAFF-type treatment.
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It has to be noticed that resonance isotopes may be present only 
in mixtures having a mixture number less or equal 4. For each element pres­
ent in this mixture prepare a 2nd mixture card.
2nd mixturg— card /А8 , E8.4, 12/ : element data./The elements are to be
listed in the order of increasing mass 
numbers/
char. 1-8 /А8 / element identifier, corresponding to the
element identifier list of the GRACE 
LIBRARY
char. 9 16 /Е8.4/ nuclear density of this element
char. 17-18 /12/ it has the value
2 : for fissile elements 
Is for fertile elements
Os in SOPHIE for every other element, in 
CECILY for every other element except 
for H, D and Be.
In CECILY a list is made from all elements 
present in the system according to the or­
der of the GRACE LIBRARY. For H, D and Be, 
the user must give the number of this ele­
ment in this list with a negative sign.
E.g. if the system contains H and Be, punch 
-1 for H and -2 for Be.
This card has to be repeated as many times as there are elements in 
the actual mixture. The maximum number of elements in a mixture is restricted 
to 12, among these maximum 3 may be lighter than Be /including Be/, 6 may be 
lighter than Al, /including A l / and 9 may have a mass number greater than 
that of A l . The total number of different elements in the system is limited 
to 18, while no more than 7 different resonance elements may be treated in a 
problem. After the element data, a blank card follows, indicating the end of 
element data for the mixture. Depending on the resonance treatment cards of 
the type 3 1 h / or 3/В/ follow.
If there are no resonance elements in this mixture, these cards are
omitted.
In the case of BIGG-type resonance treatment, the data for resonan­
ce calculation follow now.
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3rd mixture card /А/ /2/2Е8.4, 12// s BIGG-type resonance treatment data
char. 1-36 2/2E.8.4, 12/ Single pin resonance integral for the total
energy range, mutual shielding factor and 
index of \p -function are to be given here 
for absorption and for fission. In CECILY, 
the mutual shielding factors must be equal 
to unity/see 11.9/
This card has to be repeated for each resonance isotope in the 
mixture, in the order of increasing mass numbers.
In the case of RIFFRAFF-type treatment, only one card is to be 
read in here for this mixture:
3rd mixture card /В/ /213/ : RIFFRAFF group limits
char. 1-3 /13/ the first microgroup, where RIFFRAFF treat­
ment is to be used in the actual mixture
char. 4-6 /13/ the last microgroup, where this treatment 
is applied.
This ends the mixture cards for one mixture. After the last mix­
ture follow the resonance cards for RIFFRAFF data, going again through all 
the mixtures. These cards are omitted for mixtures not containing resonance 
isotopes or if a BIGG-type calculation is applied.
These cards have an order which may appear artificial but this 
order permits to save considerable storage. Resonance data are given micro- 
groupwise, in increasing order of microgroup index. For a given microgroup 
resonance data are given for all mixtures with RIFFRAFF treatment in the 
order of increasing mixture number. For a given mixture a resonance card is 
prepared fop each resonance isotope in the order of increasing mass number.
Resonance card /ЗЕ12.6/: RIFFRAFF data
char. 1-36 /ЗЕ12.6/ resonance absorption, v times fission
and scattering cross section for the actual 
element for the actual mixture and micro­
group.
As to these cards the following remarks have to be observed. On 
mixture cards 3/В/ RIFFRAFF group limits were specified mixturewise.
Therefore
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- for microgroups lying outside the RIFFRAFF group limits of all 
mixtures no resonance card is given;
f o r  a given microgroup only those mixtures are mentioned, the 
group limits of which enclose this microgroup /limits included, 
of course/
if a mixture is mentioned for a microgroup, a separate card has 
to be punched for each resonance element. For an element having no 
resonances in the microgroup a blank card is given.
After the last resonance card the mixturewise thermal data are to 
be specified in increasing order of the mixture number /1 or 3 cards by mix­
ture /.
Thermal cards
1st card /4Е8.4/ : cross sections
char. 1-8 /Е8.4/ Homogenized absorption cross section for the 
mixture
char. 9-16 /Е8.4/ homogenized scattering cross section
char. 17-24 /Е8.4/ sthe homogenized value of
char. 25-32 /Е8 .4/ homogenized v times fission cross section
2nd card /7Е8.4/ : absorption in resonance elements
char. 1-56 /7Е8.4/ elementwise absorption in the order of increas 
ing mass numbers
3rd card - the same as the previous one for fission in resonance elements
without v /.
These last two cards are to be read in only if the mixture con­
tains any resonance element.
2. Output description
The output of SOPHIE and CECILY are very similar but CECILY gives 
the cell-homogenized values of some quantities, as well. As a matter of 
fact, this is the main difference between the codes.
First of all the codes print out the input data. Switching on the 
switches 1 and/or 2 one has a detailed information on the content of MT2
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in the case of BIGG-type resonance treatment and/or the content of MTl, i.e. 
the mixture coefficients for the flux calculation. Both of these outputs 
might be necessary only in the course of testing the codes.
The codes give a short information after each source iteration 
step on the actual value of ^e ff' on ^ts deviation from the previous 
value and on the quantity defined in Sec. II.6 .
At the user's option, the detailed space distribution of flux, 
currents and slowing down densities are printed out for each microgroup. If 
switch 3 is on, we get the print-out for flux, current, total slowing down 
density and axial current in each mesh point on a separate page for each 
microgroup. If also switch 4 is on, one can get two more output pages for 
each microgroup, which contain the values of total slowing down density 
for Greuling-Goertzel elements /first page/, and the values of absorption, 
fission and scattering rates for BIGG-type treatment of resonances and the 
values of anisotropic slowing down densities for H, D and Be.
Usually these 120 pages of information is too abundant. The next 
part of output contains the pointwise macrogroup averages of certain quanti­
ties. They are defined as follows /using the notations of Sec.II./
Diffusion constant:
DK U ) = -
Ijei Yj (k )*(o . 5* (r (K)+R (K+l)^ja-YJ (K-l)^(0.5* (R (К-Г) +R <*)))“
jei
and for taking into account the effect of axial leakage the expression
I B*YY (K>R(K)a R ...Z— L O LTjU .jei J
is to be added to the denominator and the expression
I B2» F I t ( K > R ( K  )a * ftfo-t-1.)- ~ R (K~!)
jei J 2
is to be subtracted from the numerator. Here I denotes the actual macro­






Ea j (K(0)* FIj (K)«R(K )a RiK+l V -  R(K-l) + RAAj(K)
l f i (k )*r (k )a R(k +1) - r (k -i )
j e i  J 2
where RAAj^K_) is the absorption rate for microgroups where a BIGG-type 
calculation was carried out.
Fission and v fission cross sections
They are computed in the same way as absorption, substituting 
E*j (k (ä.)) and RAAj (k) by the corresponding expressions.
Removal cross section (£„(!))_ _ _ _ _ _ _  _ _ " - -  _ _  _ _
It is calculated by a consequent extension to the space dependent 
case of the method written in detail in ref. [l] .
1 /v cross section (Ev (l))
The calculation of it is quite similar to that of ref. [l] .
Pointwlse macrogroup flux
Ф к (I) = Z FIj (K) 
j e i
These quantities are printed out on one page for each macrogroup 
after the optional printouts of the last microgroup of this macrogroup. 
ZR (l) and £v (l) are equal to zero in the thermal group, of course. If 
the calculation of a homogeneous system symmetric from left and right was 
carried out and axial leakage was not allowed, the diffusion constant is 
not computed.
Following the optional microgroup and the macrogroup printouts 
the space distributions of the spectrum indices are printed. These print­
outs are pointwise for regions containing resonance elements. These quanti­
ties have the same meaning as in ref. [l] .
Now the most important output follows, i.e. the regionwise macro­
group averages of the quantities listed above, namely that of the diffusion
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constant, removal, absorption, fission, v . fission, 1/v cross sections 
and flux. The values of elements of energy exchange matrix /see ref. [l]/ 
are calculated only for regions, and printed out here, followed only by 
the volume of the region.
These quantities form the input data for an eventual multi-di­
mensional diffusion calculation in the case of SOPHIE. It is worth to 
mention here again, that the unchanged input thermal data gives the region- 
wise thermal cross sections in both codes, because they are used only to 
permit a criticality calculation.
In the case of CECILY two pages for the lattice cell-homogenized 
cross sections follow now. The first of these pages have the same structure 
as used for the regionwise quantities. It is directly comparable to the 
results of a GRACE-calculation of the lattice. It is important, that the 
thermal cross sections will not agree any more, because they are modified 
by the new disadvantage factors.
The second of these pages contains the values of non-leakage prob­
ability, resonance escape probability, fast fission factor, thermal utili­
zation, thermal n and initial conversion ratio, calculated in a similar 
way as in ref. [l] . It is followed by the moderator and clad disadvantage 
factors, /calculated for each macrogroup/ by the homogenized values of the 
spectrum indices 6 and p for each resonance element and, finally, by 
the iterated value of ^e ff and the value calculated by the four-factor 
formula and from the non-leakage probability.
In both codes, a separate page is printed out with the space dis­
tribution of the energy-integrated source.
At last the SEARCH subroutine has its own printouts. It gives 
short, but sufficient information on the stage of the criticality search.
At the end of this search, the parameter values making the system critical 
are printed out. /These latter may be the critical size or the axial buck­
ling (s)/. All the quantities listed above are printed out again.
V. SAMPLE PROBLEM
In order to show a typical input and output list the one-dimen­
sional model of a real zero-power assembly was chosen as a sample problem. 
This zero-power assembly consist of core and light water reflector, both 
of cylindrical shape as the radial dimensions are concerned. The critical 
radius of the core is 18,35 cm, while the outer radius of the refléctor is 
46,35 cm. The resonance integrals of the uranium isotopes, the mutual
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shielding and fast advantage factors were determined by a previous GRACE 
[lj run, while the thermal data were obtained by THERMOS [3]. The axial 
bucklings are iterated values.
The input list of this sample problem is given in Appedix 2. The 
short output was obtained with all switches off. The content of this out­
put is quite self-explanatory and it is given in Appendix 3.
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